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Abstract
Video content is increasingly being consumed on the move using mobile devices such as smart phones and tablets. In order to deal
with the challenges of heterogeneity of network access technologies and fluctuating resources, which are inherent features of mobile
communication, HTTP adaptive streaming (HAS) is becoming the default technology for online video streaming. However, little
research has been carried out to better understand the impact of handover schemes of the various mobility management protocols on
the video quality of HAS. In this paper we present a comprehensive experimental measurement of the impact of handover on three
representative HAS players. First, we implement three existing mobility management protocols, MIPv6, LISP-MN, and PMIPv6,
on a network testbed. And using the fluid flow mobility model, the impact of frequent handover on the average video quality, the
bandwidth utilisation and stability of the players was investigated. Our results show a degradation of all the observed parameters in
all the reviewed players.
Keywords: HTTP Video Steaming, Mobility Management, Adaptive bit-rate Selection.

1. Introduction
Mobile devices have transformed not only the way video
content is consumed but also how it is generated and shared.
This is made possible by the combination of cheap smart phones
and free video sharing sites popularised by YouTube. Cisco predicts that by 2019, global video consumption will account for
80%-90% of the entire data traffic traversing the Internet and
over 61% of this traffic will come from wireless networks [1].
The burgeoning access to mobile devices and the accompanying increase in traffic have put to the fore the thought of
wireless network cell miniaturisation, we now see increasing
deployment of smaller cells. Perhaps, this is because other
alternatives of improving wireless channel capacity are either
near infeasible or at best not scalable. A candidate example is
the increase of the spectrum of a mobile terminal radio, however, this is unfortunately constrained by the range of usable
frequencies. Alternatively, spectral efficiency can be enhanced
but it is well known fact that the current technologies are already approaching Shannon’s limit [2].
When a mobile node roams across different cells, it changes
its point of attachment (PoA). In fact, Gao et al. [3] have shown
that 20% of mobile nodes have at least ten IP address changes
per day. When this change in PoA takes place, packets need
to be rerouted to the new anchor cell, and for this to happen
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smoothly, the old and the new cells need to efficiently coordinate the handover. However, this is seldom the case, usually
transfer of control causes delay and packet loss. Various attempts have been made to design a mobility management technique, at almost all OSI layers, that guarantees the seamless
movement across distinct IP wireless networks. The most attention is focused on layer three [4]. Some of the standardised solutions are: Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6) [5], Locator-Identifier
Separation Protocol Mobile Node (LISP-MN) [6], and Proxy
MIPv6 (PMIPv6) [7].
Concurrent to this effort, is the ongoing research on how
to provide a one-system-fits-all video streaming service. HTTP
Adaptive Streaming (HAS) [8] is the most recent attempt in this
direction. HAS divides a video file into a number of chunks.
Each chunk is encoded in multiple video rates, a client continuously monitors and estimates its capabilities. It then requests
a chunk with the highest video rate that the estimated capacity can sustain. Generally, there are two distinct approaches for
HAS service, i.e. throughput based and buffer based. A combination of both approaches is also being used.
A typical HAS implementation directly or indirectly equates
the available bandwidth with the average TCP throughput when
making rate selection decisions. However, it is a well-known
fact that TCP is sensitive to packet loss, as little as 0.1% in
packet loss can cause the TCP throughput to oscillate [9]. Gurius
et al. [10] reported that 0.5% loss can result in an up to 25% reduction in throughput. For a mobile user, a handover can cause
an amount of packet loss, which depends on the mobility protocol used. When handover is frequent, even if the loss is within
what normally could have been an acceptable boundary, it beJune 3, 2017

2.1.1. Mobile IPv6
For the MIPv6[5], an MN is equipped with a permanent
home address (HoA) for communicating with any correspondent node (CN) while at the home network. MN continues to
use the same HoA address when it moves to a foreign network.
However, the MN now configures an additional address called
care-of address (CoA), which is used for routing purposes. A
home agent (HA) at the home network maintains the relationship between the MNs home and care-of addresses. Whenever
an MN changes its PoA it sends binding update (BU) message.
On receipt of BU, the HA sends a binding acknowledgement
(BA) message to the MN. All packets to and from the MN,
while in foreign network, are normally sent via a bi-directional
tunnel to the HA once the anchor acknowledges receipt of BU.

Figure 1: The taxonomy of mobility protocols.

comes a severe issue to any application that relies on accurate
throughput information for decision making.
In this paper, we experimentally evaluate the performance
of some carefully selected HAS players, with each player representing a particular type of HAS streaming service in both
stationary and mobility contexts. Three representative mobility
management protocols are implemented on a laboratory testbed
for this purpose. Experimental measurements are used to answer an important question. How much impact do the different mobility management protocols have on each player with
respect to average video quality, bandwidth utilisation and stability?

2.1.2. Locator Identifier Separation Mobile Node
LISP-MN [6] enables mobility through the use of a staticallyconfigured endpoint identifier (EID) and a mutable routing locator (RLOC) both of which are IP addresses. The EID is used
at the transport and upper layers of the protocol stack to identify
sessions while RLOC is used for routing, and is configured every time an MN moves. A map server serves as the mobility anchor of the MN and tracks the MNs location via its registration
messages sent on new RLOC configuration. Communication
with non-LISP domains is achieved via a proxy ingress/egress
tunnel router (or simply PxTR), which encapsulates or decapsulates packets to or from the MN to the Internet.

2. Background and Related Work

2.1.3. Proxy Mobile IPv6
For the PMIPv6 [7] the mobile access gateways (MAG)
handles all the mobility related signalling without the participation of an MN. An MN gets the same IPv6 prefix advertised
every time it moves and as such the MN maintains its current IP
address in any network. The MAG sends proxy BU to the local
mobility anchor (LMA) on the MNs home network once it establishes the MNs identity. The LMA replies with a proxy BA
and bi-directional tunnel is created between the two network
components for routing packets to and from the MN. The MAG
will also send detachment messages to the LMA when the MN
moves.

2.1. Mobility Management Protocols
To understand the behaviour of HAS in a mobile environment, it is necessary to consider relevant mobility management
techniques representing the different approaches. Mobility Management Protocols (MMP) are designed to enable a host change
its PoA, i.e. handover, from one access link to another with
the goal of maintaining all ongoing data sessions with a remote device. Figure 1 presents the MMP taxonomy used in
selecting the candidate protocols for the evaluation. As can
be seen the MMPs are broadly classified into host-based and a
network-based MMP. In the host-based techniques, all mobility
signalling is handled by the mobile device, while for networkedbased MMP mobility signalling is handled by network component(s), usually the access router (AR). Furthermore, the hostbased mobility protocol is then divided into two groups: a MIPv6
and its variants and some Locator-Identifier (Loc-ID) Split Protocols family.
For the purpose of this work, we take a protocol from each
of the (sub)categories. For the networked-based MMP the choice
is straightforward since only PMIPv6 is standardised by IETF.
MIPv6 is chosen because it is the baseline protocol upon which
many protocols are built and adopted as the host-based mobility
protocols by organisations such as 3GPP for its Evolved Packet
Core [11]. LISP-MN is currently the most active implementation in the Loc-ID Split category and, to the best of our knowledge, the only protocol with a global infrastructure available to
support its use.

2.2. HTTP Adaptive Streaming
HTTP adaptive streaming (HAS) is an approach that ensures that the quality of video each user receives is commensurate to its context. The adaptation logic can be located at
the server-side, the client-side, or somewhere in-between. HAS
services usually divide a video file into a number of chunks of
equal size with each chunk encoded in multiple bit-rates. A
client progressively requests a relevant chunk; the quality of a
request is based on the client’s measurement of the available
resources. First generation adaptive bit-rate streaming systems
select a chunk with the highest video rate lower than the measured throughput [12, 13]. When the throughput changes, the
buffer level is used as an indicator of either to increase, decrease
or stay with the current quality level [14]. The HAS services
that solely rely on throughput estimation for adaptation decision are called throughput-based, while those that principally
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3. Methodology and Evaluation Metrics
3.1. Mobility Scenario
First we assume that the network is partitioned into a number of hexagonal-shaped cells of equal area Ai , with each cell
being an IPv6 network. Within each cell there is one AR, also
called MAG in PMIPv6. A pedestrian user streaming video
with his MN is assumed to continuously move across the cells.
MN connects to the AR at both radio and IP level using WiFi while visiting a cell. A static CN acts as the server and is
always connected to the network via a wired connection. Figure 2 presents the testbed set-up as used throughout the experiments. To simplify the experimentation, we assumed that MN
handovers to the AR whenever it crosses a cell boundary. To
model the MN’s mobility pattern, we use the fluid-flow mobility model [21]. Using this model, the direction of MN’s movement is uniformly distributed over [0, 2π]. The user is assumed
to move with velocity v = 5Km/h, which is the average human
speed [22]. This mobility setting corresponds to a scenario
when a mobile user walks across distinct open hotspots while
streaming a video.
Figure 2: Testbed Topology.

3.2. Experimental Setup
As can be seen from Figure 2, the client (MN) connects to
the network via AR1/MAG1 and AR2/MAG2 as the case may
be. The two access links are foreign networks in the MIPv6’s
context. All the nodes run Ubuntu 14.04 Linux. For MIPv6, the
UMIP code [23] is used on both the MN and the HA. In the case
of LISP-MN, the LISPmob [24] implementation is used for the
MN, the map-server and the PxTR. OpenAirInterface PMIPv6
developed by Eurocom is used [25] on the two mobile access
gateways and the local mobility anchor for PMIPv6.
The web server used is Apache 2.4.17, which hosts the video
dataset. We used the open source film Big Buck Bunny from
[26]. It consists of different quality levels, from 50 to 3500
kb/s. To ensure that there is a sufficient capacity to sustain the
download of the highest video rate, throughout the experimentation, we limit the maximum downstream available bandwidth
to 4mbps. Additionally, all the chunks have a segment length
of two seconds unless otherwise stated.
All the players were implemented in Python. For the MSS
player we use the open source version from [17]. For the bufferbased player we set the maximum buffer size to 240s and the
reservoir to 40s. For MSS Player we retained its default configuration, we also retained the same configuration as used in [18]
for the mixed-mode player. Furthermore, the client that runs
the players also hosts the following applications: Dummynet,
a rate limiter used for limiting the downstream available bandwidth; and tcpdump, a packet analyser used to capture traffic
for offline analysis.

rely on buffer occupancy are called buffer-based [15, 16]. Furthermore, in this paper, we call the HAS services that combine
both throughput and buffer occupancy in video rate selection, in
some form, mixed-mode HAS service. Since it is not possible
to test every player, we elect to choose a representative player
from each category. For the throughput-based player we pick
the open source version of Microsoft Smooth Streamer (MSS)
[17], while for the buffer-based, we chose the first purely bufferbased player proposed by Huang et al. [15]. Finally, we choose
the player proposed by Miller et al. [18] as representative of
mixed-mode HAS.
There are some previous works that aimed to evaluate HAS
on mobile networks. Dung et. al [19] carried out testbed experiments to evaluate the effect of segment duration to video
streaming performance in mobile networks by looking at video
bitrate, buffer level and end-to-end delay recorded by a client
running instant and smoothed throughput-based players. They
found the choice of segment duration to have profound impact on performance with longer segments resulting into higher
video quality on a client whilst shorter segments prevents against
underflow. Longer segments were also shown to improve network utilisation. The work of Liang et. al [20] investigated
the properties of energy-efficiency and spectrum-efficiency for
video streaming over mobile ad hoc networks with the aim of
providing design guidelines on building an energy and spectrum efficient mobile video transmission system. Using simulation, the authors evaluated their newly developed energyspectrum-aware scheduling scheme to show improvement in
average video quality experienced by the user among other improved metrics. In comparison to our evaluation, the two works
[19, 20] are limited in the number of mobility protocols and
video players deployed for evaluation.

3.3. Evaluation Metrics
Research in the field of quality of experience (QoE) is very
much active, in this paper we limit out attention to the following
metrics for performance evaluation of HAS players:
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Figure 3: Average Video Quality.

• Rebuffers: this is the total number of video freeze per
streaming session.
• Average video rate: is the average of video rate played,
weighted by the duration each video chunk is played ti ,
q2 ...tn qn
calculated as t1 q1 +ttn2−t
and measured in kb/s [27].
1
• Utilisation of available network resource: is calculated
by dividing of average video rate by the average network
capacity [28].
• Instability: is the fraction of successive chunk requests by
a player in which the requested video rate change, measured at the steady-state.

Figure 4: Stability: Percentage change in video quality.

rate compared to the two other players under review. Hence, as
can be seen from Table 1, the mixed-mode player significantly
under-utilises the available capacity of the link, using slightly
above 50% of the link in all cases.
The throughput-based player experiences the highest video
quality but is the most sensitive to the change in context, with
MIPv6 having highest impact on the player’s average video
rate, which results in the player losing 15.50% of the average
video rate. But when roaming through LISP-MN only 8% drop
is observed. In terms of utilisation, throughput-based player
achieves the highest percentage. As can be seen from the figures, the buffer-based player is also not very sensitive to the
change in MMP, nonetheless it suffers higher level of network
under-subscription, utilising virtually half of the available resources when roaming.

4. Results
This section presents the result of the experiments conducted
when the MN is completely stationary and when it is moving
across different cells. For the non-stationary experiments, the
MN makes six handovers every 21 seconds during the 180second experiment. The results presented are averages of ten
experimental runs.
4.1. Impact on Video Quality
In the test scenarios, the set of video representations available to the MN to choose from ranges from 50kb/s to 3500kb/s.
Since the link capacity is set to 4000kb/s we expect that when
the MN is not moving the players should be able to converge at
the highest available video rate. However, only the throughputbased player is able to converge at the highest available video
rate. While the buffer-based player converges to 3000kb/s, the
mixed-mode settles at 2500kb/s. We ascribed this performance
behaviour of the players to their respective algorithms (see section 5 for detail).
Figure 3 presents the average video quality level of the entire streaming sessions when the MN is both in a fixed position
and when moving between the networks. As can be seen from
the figure, the mixed-mode player is the least affected by the
dynamics of the MMPs under consideration, achieving similar level of average video rate regardless of the mobility protocol being used. However, it achieved lowest average video

4.2. Impact on Stability of the Players
In the event of changing condition, a HAS player is expected to adjust its video rate request. However, it is known that
changing video quality level frequently generally has a detrimental impact on QoE [29]. Figure 4 shows the impact of the
three mobility protocols on the stability of video quality of the
players under consideration as compared to the players in stationary state. It is worth noting that the higher the value the
more unstable a player is.
As can be seen the buffer-based player is the most stable in
the face of mobility, in fact it achieves same stability level when
4

TCP will detect that some packets have been lost and the MN
requests for retransmission. When the network is disrupted for
this long a time, TCP enters the retransmission timeout phase,
which results in a very drastic action taken. TCP assumes that
there is severe congestion in the network, the window size is
reduced to one unit, and then, after every RTT, the window size
is increased exponentially until it reaches the slow-start threshold value. For example, in Figure 7(b), it can be observed that
whenever a player hands over, the TCP throughput goes to zero
(plots touching the x axis). Now we can put these facts together
to explain what make the player experiences a drop in video
rate and fluctuating video quality when an MN roams.
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Figure 5: Service Disruption Time.

roaming within MIPv6 and LISP-MN as it does when stationary. Only 1% increase in instability is observed when PMIPv6
is used. However, the situation looks different when video is
streamed using the throughput-based player. In this scenario, a
significant increase in the instability is observed. For example,
when the player roams within PMIPv6 context, there is an increase instability of about 6.0%. Furthermore, the throughputbased player’s performance is not really sensitive to changing
mobility protocols. Finally, the mixed-mode player saw a slight
increase when used within MIPv6 and LISP-MN but the instability significantly increased when PMIPv6 is employed. However, as can be seen in Figure 4, it is still far less than the case
of the throughput-based player.

5.2. Throughput-based Player
The throughput-based player primarily selects a chunk with
the highest video rate lower than the measured throughput, which
is derived from a running average of a number of chunks. It
does not pay a deserving attention to the prevailing buffer state.
Because of this lack of attention to the buffer state changes, as
can be observed in Figure 6, the throughput-based player has
a near instant convergence regardless of the mode of streaming used. However, the higher the bit-rate requested the slower
the buffer growth. As can be noted in 6(a), with the blue plot
representing the buffer changes; red plot representing the requested video rate; and the green plot showing the per-second
throughput computed from the network trace, while the player
is aggressively switching up its video rate, without taking into
account of buffer state changes, a point is reached when the rate
at which content is received becomes less than the rate at which
the content is consumed by the player, hence buffer level continues to fall. This makes the throughput-based player susceptible
to unnecessary rebufferings. Even whilst in a fixed position.
Furthermore, as can be seen from Figure 6(b), 6(c), and
6(d) as the service disruption time increases, both the instability of the player and the number of rebufferings rise. This
happens because by relying on a historical throughput estimate,
the player’s responsiveness is inhibited. In other words, it takes
time before the player senses that the throughput has fallen as
a result of the prolonged handover, which coupled with fact the
player is not tracking the buffer state changes. It becomes completely oblivious of the prevailing situation. Hence, it keeps
trying to match the video bit-rate to the old pattern of throughput changes even while the buffer is fast depleting, because no
content is being received from the server as a results of a handover.
This aggressive nature is why the throughput-based player
has the highest average video bit-rate (see Figure 3 and throughput utilisation. However, this comes at the expense of stability
(Figure 4) and increasing number rebufferings.

5. Discussion
5.1. Service Disruption
When handover takes place as a result of MN changing
its PoA, the MN cannot exchange packets with its CN (i.e.
server) and vice versa. During this period the streaming service
is basically disrupted. We define the service disruption time
(SDT) [30] as time interval between when a player stops receiving packets from the server and when the first packet is received
by the player as the result of a network outage. Note that this
involves more than the handover latency, which is the time interval when network layer entities reestablish connection, SDT
includes the time when higher level protocols reestablish connection e.g. TCP hand shake. Figure 5 presents a box plot of
all the collected data for the SDT when all the three different
mobility protocols are employed. As can be observed PMIPv6
(Mean[S ] : 9.83s, S tandardDeviation[S D] : 2.34s) shows both
the highest mean value and variability in SDT, with most of
the variation towards the lower end. However, LISP-MN (M :
5.33s, S D : 1.86s) has the lowest mean value of the SDT and
values that are bias towards the highest recorded. MIPv6 (M :
6.17, S D : 0.75s) shows the lowest viability but a mean value
that is somewhere in-between the two.
We observed that this temporary disconnection happens either when a client is sending a request or when the server is
responding. If it occurs when the MN is sending a request, then
the request will certainly not go through. Therefore, the player
will have to back-off and try again at a later time. However,
in the event of the server responding to the MN’s request, the
packets dispatched by the the server will be lost, fortunately

5.3. Buffer-based player
The buffer-based player solely relies on information about
buffer state changes for rate selection. A video rate map is used
to continuously map the video bit-rate to the buffer occupancy.
The player starts by separating the buffering phase (called reservoir), in which only the lowest available video rate is downloaded from the ramping-up period where the video quality is
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Figure 6: Throughput-based player in both stationary and mobility contexts of the three mobility protocols.

The reason for this is that whenever there is a handover,
no content is received, hence the player only consumes from
the prebuffered content. This results in the player buffer level
falling and immediately a connection is established the buffer
begins to grow again. This cycle continues resulting in the
player not being able to increase its video rate even though the
system capacity can sustain higher video rate. Consequently, as
seen in Figure 3 and Table 1, the drop in the average video rate
and significant under-utilisation of the available resources.

linearly incremented. In more detail, provided the reservoir is
exceeded, the current chunk quality level is maintained as long
as the video rate suggested by the rate map does not exceed
the next higher available video quality level, in which case the
requested video is increase to the next higher available video
quality level. Furthermore, the current bit-rate is only reduced
to the next lower quality if the rate suggested by rate map is
less than the next available quality level that is lower than the
current level.
Figure 7 presents a scenario when the MN is streaming
video content using the buffer-based player. Figure 7(a) shows
when the player is in a fixed position from the beginning to the
end of the experiment. As can be noted from the figure, the
video evolution follows the pattern of buffer changes. Since
buffer has slower dynamics, i.e changes occur in seconds, the
player is able to resist short-term throughput fluctuations. However, this comes at the cost of very higher buffer requirement.
It requires about 200s of buffer size, which for most mobile devices, this requirement borders on the infeasible. Furthermore,
the player takes long to converge, wasting valuable network resource.
When the player roams across different MMPs, as can be
seen from Figures 7(b), 7(c), and 7(d) the player retains its stability but the convergence time grows with increasing SDT. In
fact, the player is not able to converge at the appropriate video
rate by the time the experiment finishes running over PMIPv6
(recall it has highest mean vale of SDT). The impact of this becomes more evident if we recognise the fact that most content
distribution site provide short clips with the average video clip
of YouTube being 4.0s [31]. The implication of this is that a
user might finish streaming the content without ever viewing
the higher available video rate.

5.4. Mixed-mode Player
In contrast to the foregoing two players, the mixed-mode
player tries to maintain the buffer at a target level while at the
same time providing a reasonable video rate. From Figure 8(a),
it is easy to see that the player is trying to maintain buffer to a
certain level (about 60s). It can be observed that the player activates the ON-Off video chunk request pattern, which ensures
that the buffer replenishes with similar amount of content that
has been played-out since the last download. This results in a
very stable player but that significantly under-utilises the available resources.
As the SDT increases from MIPv6 to PMIPv6 (see Figures
8(b), 8(c), and 8(d)), the buffer becomes more and more difficult
to manage, because for every handover the buffer state fluctuates, which makes the player very sensitive to change in MMP
in terms of buffer management. Understandably, the instability
of the player increases with rise in the SDT (see Figure 4). This
eventually led to buffer under-run in the case of PMIPv6. Another important observation that can be made is, in an attempt to
manage the buffer, the player becomes very conservative in its
download, resulting in low average video rate and network utilisation. However, it should be observed that change in mobility
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Figure 7: Buffer-based player in both stationary and mobility context of the three mobility protocols.
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Figure 8: Mixed-mode player in both stationary and mobility context of the three mobility protocols.

6. Conclusion

protocol does not affect the quality of video downloaded. Infact
the player’s performance in the video quality aspect whilst running on top of the three mobility protocols is almost similar to
stationary scenario, as discussed in section 4.1.

By the year 2019, more than 50% of Internet traffic will be
video content streamed over wireless networks owing to the astronomical rise in the use of mobile devices. HTTP Adaptive
Streaming (HAS) is currently the popular method of providing an efficient video streaming service. Hence, understand7

ing the impact of mobility on HAS is critical for providing a
reasonable user experience. Using a laboratory testbed, we experimentally evaluate the performance of three selected HAS
players: a buffer-based, a throughput-based and a mixed-mode
player; running over three different mobility protocols: LISPMN, MIPv6, and PMIPv6. And using a fluid-flow mobility
model, we measured the impact of the mobility protocols on
buffer dynamics, video quality and stability of the players.
We found the mixed-mode player to be the most sensitive
to change in mobility protocol, and experienced both the lowest average video quality and network utilisation. In contrast,
the throughput-based player has the highest video quality that
can be achieved and seems the least affected by the impact of
the various mobility protocols but at the expense of stability.
The player also suffers an increase in the number of rebuffers
as it continues to match the video quality level to the throughput
even while the buffer is fast depleting. The buffer-based player
is the most stable in the face of mobility showing low percentage change in the quality of video requested but unable to reach
the maximum quality level during the mobile device’s movement. We also found that PMIPv6 induces the highest instability across all the players followed by LISP-MN with MIPv6
having the least impact. Mobility, generally, affects the performance of the players and causes degradation of all the observed
parameters. In future, we intend to improve one of the mobility
management protocols, specifically LISP-MN with capability
to cache incoming packets close to the MN’s new location and
forwarding them to the MN on handover completion. This we
believe will go a long way in ameliorating the observed issues.
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